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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two Cisco IOS commands, used in troubleshooting, can
enable debug output to a remote location? (Choose
two)
A. show logging | redirect flashioutput.txt
B. terminal monitor
C. no logging console
D. logging host ip-address
E. snmp-server enable traps syslog
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Given the following query:
SELECT * FROM users WHERE UID &gt;= 500;
Which statement is correct?
A. This query is missing a parameter for validity.
B. This query filters results sent to the cloud.
C. This query returns all accounts found on systems.
D. This query limits the number of columns to display in the
results.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which are the correct procedures for a Mesh node going online
through an AC? (Multiple Choice)
A. 1. An AP connects to an online Mesh neighbor through air
interfaces.
2. The AP and neighbor negotiate the key.
3. The AP obtains an IP address through DHCP.
4. The AP and neighbor set up a Mesh route.
5. The AP discovers the AC and goes online.
B. 1. An AP connects to an online Mesh neighbor through air
interfaces.
2. The AP and neighbor negotiate the key, and then set up a
Mesh route.
3. The AP obtains an IP address through DHCP.
4. The AP discovers the AC and goes online.
C. 1. An AP connects to an online Mesh neighbor through air
interfaces.
2. The AP and neighbor set up a Mesh route, and then negotiate
the key.
3. The AP obtains an IP address through DHCP.
4. The AP discovers the AC and goes online.
D. 1. Once the AP is powered on, it goes online and obtains
configurations from the AC.
2. The AP performs link establishment and key negotiation

according to the obtained configurations.
Answer: B,D
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